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The search function is a vital part of a 
website’s usability. While you may think that 
your website’s navigation is easy to use, many 
visitors are seeking more direct pathways to 
reach their goals- these are especially high-
value visitors who are more “objective focused” 
– they are looking for something specific and 
are more likely to convert1. In these cases, 
your site search solution should ideally act 
as a quick and informative portal to guide the 
visitor to the information they are seeking. This 
is not just a “nice to have” function- it has a 
direct effect on the ROI of your website and 
content marketing efforts.

With a fully functional site search solution, 
marketers can learn how particular bits of 
content relate to others by following them 
down the search funnel. This knowledge can 
be used to leverage lesser known content 
within the site by tying it to more popular 
search terms. This also enables marketers 
to exert a significant amount of influence 
on the user journey within their search, by 
using various tools to refine results, tag, and tie 
pages to search terms. This is a solution for 
marketers who are constantly dealing with 
customer drop-off and a lack of online 
engagement due to irrelevant content. It 
improves the search experience, helping users 
drill down from general results to specific 
ones; marketers and content managers can 
then take this information and build a pathway 
within the search that can essentially guide the 
user down the track they want them to be on, 
all the way to conversion.  

Equally important are the insights into your 
customer’s behaviour, needs and desires that 
your search solution should be able to deliver. 
A search query is a direct communication from 
your customer about what they are seeking 
from your organization- a robust and intuitive 
analytics platform is essential to capture, 
distil and act upon this data. By installing a 
search and insights engine, marketers can 
get a clearer view into what content is making 
a difference to their bottom line, saving time 
for their staff, or answering their customer’s 
needs. The alternative is a much less targeted 
content marketing approach, which can result 
in significant time and resource waste.  

Given the importance of this functionality, 
Cludo has created a helpful guide for 
marketers and IT professionals shopping for 
a new website search product. This guide will 
help you ask the right questions and look for 
the right functionality when evaluating site 
search solutions to meet your specific needs. 

1. Charleton, Graham (2013) Is site search less important for niche retailers? eConsultancy U.K.
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Every website has different goals, so the 
selection of your site search solution should be 
made to fit those needs. The following points 
will help guide you in understanding what kind 
of solution will work best for your individual 
site. 

• Content - Content heavy sites will
logically require an intelligent site search
that can execute more refined searches
and with more features built within the
search. Smaller sites however, will not
need a search as sophisticated and a
simple solution will work fine in indexing
the limited content. However, if your small
site has plans for growth, you should
include the implementation of a more
powerful site search in your future plans.

• Traffic - Sites that look to gain a lot
of traffic will do well with employing
a separate server to handle the load
brought by visitors. Another more viable
option is to implement a search from
a third-party search solution which shifts
your search to a separate server and
provides you with the additional
advantage of various features and
elements that could help you optimize
your search to cater to your traffic.

• Control over search results -

What to consider before selecting your 
website’s search solution

Having control over your search results 
comes with the effort of reviewing, 
adjusting, and optimizing the search. 
Therefore, you should consider a 
solution that makes that level of control 
user-friendly and effortless. An 
actionable analytics dashboard can be 
extremely helpful, as well as an AI 
powered solution that can assist you 
by fine-tuning your results based on 
activity data. 
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Here are the key features you should be 
looking for when selecting your site search.

INTUITIVE TECHNOLOGY
Growing trends in implementing artificial 
intelligence into site search technology has 
brought on a new era of intelligent search that 
powers itself through machine learning. To 
future-proof your website, you should select a 
site search with technology that is on par with 
other advanced solutions on the market. The 
search should be intelligent enough to identify 
the relevancy of content within your site and 
display them in the results accordingly. More 
advanced solutions should be able to provide 
results that are targeted to the searcher and 
presented with speed and accuracy.  

Most software products on the market that 
offer such high-functioning capabilities are 
extremely technical systems that need to be 
built from the ground-up. This a possibility for 
large organizations with extremely proficient 
dedicated development resources. For 
organizations without this level of capability, 
there are also a class of cloud based SaaS 
search solutions that provide ready-made 
platforms. When selecting one of these, 
look for a fully-packaged and user-friendly 
interface that incorporates intelligent software, 
without heavy coding work required to build or 
implement it.  

Key features you should look for when 
selecting a site search solution  

CUSTOMIZABLE FEATURES
While your search may be intuitive enough 
to offer useful results, it is important that you 
consistently monitor the search to ensure 
that it remains relevant and targeted towards 
your visitors. Staying updated on your users’ 
behaviour, objectives and queries should be 
part of your ongoing process. An extensive 
toolbox of customizable features enables you 
to keep in-line with the trends of your visitors 
and optimize search to meet their needs and 
your site’s goals. Some core features you can 
use to provide the best search experience 
possible are:  

• Manual page ranking – crucial for
adjusting which pages rank first in the
results. No matter how good your AI is
at prioritizing pages effectively, having
a tool like this is sometimes necessary
to give you control over relevance and
shape the results to your site goals. The
page ranking tool can also act as another
level in a marketing funnel as you can
move certain pages to the top of the
results, thus guiding the customer’s path
throughout your site.

• Banners – an advanced site search
feature is dynamic banners that change
based on the search term. Your site will
benefit from using banners to provide
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focused and visual direction- when tied 
to the search results, banners have 
the advantage of being a prominent, 
stylistically different way of promoting 
content based on the search query. 
Banners can be used as part of your 
site’s marketing strategy to promote 
content and products, or for various 
informational purposes such as displaying 
opening hours, rules & regulations, 
events etc.  

• Facets & filters – in many cases, with
multiple pages of results to trawl through,
having a more focused search process
will help your visitors find what they seek
more efficiently. Guided search using
facets and filters changes the search
experience from time-consuming hunting
to a process of exploration and discovery.
By providing a more guided search
experience, you can provide your visitors
with an easy to sort overview of all your
site’s relevant content, categorized in a
logical manner. They can then drill down
into sub-categories to create a more
focused search.

• Targeted engines & content boosting
– find a site search product that allows
you to adjust your results to follow your
general content strategy, where the
search can be adjusted to focus on
certain areas of your site. For example,
you may want the search for your web
shop to be specific to products within the
web shop, rather than pulling up results
from all across your website. Your site
search should also have the capability to
boost certain areas of your site that you
deem more relevant to your users based
on specific attributes. Referring back to
the example, consider the convenience
of boosting the whole category of product
pages within the focused web shop
search, so that these pages appear
higher in the web shop search results and
drive more conversions.

• Direct links – a good time-saving
tool to have is a quick-linking tool that
sends your visitors directly to a page
on your site based on their query. This
tool provides speedy results, efficiently
bypassing the extra step of reviewing the
search results page in between.
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REAL-TIME ANALYTICS
Site search reveals what your users are 
seeking from your business, and with every 
query of theirs comes a treasure trove of 
internal data. A good site search should be 
able to provide an overview of your users’ 
activity to offer you a general idea into how it is 
performing. A great site search should be able 
to sort through that data and categorize it into 
detailed analytical sections for you, delivering 
deeper insights into what your customers are 
looking for and how their behaviour is trending. 
In your quest for the perfect site search 
solution, consider one that provides you with 
sufficient data on search activity and your 
user queries to help you optimize your search 
effectively. Having powerful analytics that 
can update in real-time is also a great benefit 
that can help you keep track of your search 
performance and provide highly targeted 
content to your visitors. 

Your site search should possess the analytical 
capabilities to:  

• Track queries that reveal no results
–there is nothing more frustrating than a
search that returns no results. Being able
to track these “zero result” searches is
crucial as it exposes in-demand content
areas where your site is lacking.

• Identify trending search words – the
volume of searches for certain keywords
may increase based on a specific period
of time, such as during a particular
season or an event. Discovering what

these keyword trends are, can help you 
shape your content strategy and assist in 
driving marketing efforts as they provide 
a valuable resource for marketers to learn 
what visitors are seeking at particular 
points in time.  

• Identify popular search words – unlike
the trending search words, popular
search words are based on the overall
searches conducted by visitors across
time. These show what visitors search for
most frequently on your site and indicates
what kinds of content they seek out most.
This analytical tool provides insight into
the evergreen content that you can take
advantage of by updating or expanding
upon it for further site optimization.

• Pinpoint ineffective searches – An
ineffective search is a search where
the visitor does not click on any of the
results that are delivered to them-  the
results have little to no relevance to
the user. These searches with a zero-
to-none click-through rate from results,
mean that either your search engine is
not performing well, or your site lacks
pertinent content in a given area. This is
therefore a valuable alert to examine your
search engine settings or optimize certain
content areas within your site to remedy
this issue.
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PREDICTIVE CAPABILITIES
Everyone makes a spelling mistake now and 
then, and there may be times where your 
visitors may search with words that differ 
from those within your website’s vocabulary. 
The best way to resolve this is to ensure that 
you have intuitive word prediction technology 
within your search. Ideally, you should have 
features such as: 

• Predictive search - The act of
searching requires a significant amount
of interaction cost. Nevertheless, this
interaction cost can be significantly
lowered with the addition of an intelligent
autocomplete tool. Ensure that the site
search you invest in has the power to
predict queries and suggest relevant
ones based on preliminary typing, so
that the search process is sped-up and
your users exert less effort.

• Synonyms - In the event that your
visitors use words, jargon, slang, or
abbreviations that are different than what
is on your site, you can add synonyms to
tie those words to those that you already
use.

• Detect misspellings - Mistakes
happen and having a search with a
built-in dictionary to detect and correct
the words will help your users find the
answers they need without having to
spend more time searching.

• “Did you mean…?” prompts - For
vague search terms where your search
engine cannot detect the query, having
a “did you mean… ?” function can help
pose suggestions from a similar theme
based on your website’s content. This
helps retain visitors on your site, and
encourages them to explore alternatives,
rather than have them leave because
their search turned up no results.

MOBILE-FRIENDLY
According to a study conducted by Flurry 
Analytics, U.S. consumers spend over 5 hours 
a day on their phones, and that number is set 
to increase over time. It is only logical that your 
website and its search adopts a mobile-friendly 
strategy to ensure that you are not losing vital 
traffic from dissatisfied mobile users. Select a 
search solution that caters to mobile-devices 
and works with a responsive interface to 
provide clear results that are quick to load and 
easy to read.

DESIGN
With all the functionality of your search 
considered, another main element to 
examine is the design of your search display. 
Your search experience should ideally be 
seamlessly tied in with your overall web 
experience, so look for a search product that 
allows you to customize the styling of your 
search input and results display. Consider 
whether you would prefer an inline search 
display that redirects to an independent search 
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results page on your site, or an overlay search 
display, that emerges as a pop-up dialog box 
over the page where you searched. Both 
styles of display have their pros and cons, 
but select a design that suits your website’s 
usability goals.  

ACCESSIBILITY
It is crucial that your website, as well as 
your search, is accessible to people living 
with disabilities. An accessible search is 
one that removes most barriers that prevent 
interaction or access to the website for those 
with disabilities. A well-designed, accessible 
website and search should provide all 
users with equal access to information and 
functionality.

IMPLEMENTATION & 
MAINTENANCE
Control over site search is increasingly held 
by marketers and content managers, as they 
understand the site’s content best. However, 
in most cases a high degree of coding skill is 
required to build and customize a site search 
effectively, which results in the task being 
assigned to the IT department. The solution 
to this is to choose a site search solution 
that offers a simple script implementation, 
whereby a JavaScript code provides a full-
functioning search complete with a toolbox of 
customizable features and a clean dashboard 
to oversee the process. With this script 
implementation, all the technical heavy lifting is 
handled by the search provider and upgrades 

can be rolled out seamlessly on their end 
without the you having to lift a finger, so you 
will not have to rely on the IT department with 
every new action. 

SUPPORT
Support is not usually a prominent search 
feature, but having a site search provider 
that provides ample customer support can 
be invaluable to the user. Things may not 
always go according to plan, and there may 
be questions that you would like to have 
answered quickly; an efficient customer 
support department can be extremely helpful 
at providing guidance and troubleshooting 
to ensure that your site search journey is as 
smooth as possible. 
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Your website’s site search solution is an extraordinarily important asset for information retrieval, 
and your product selection should be a carefully considered task. You will find that a site search 
solution that is well-functioning and intuitive will not just make your website more user-friendly, but 
will make your role in optimizing it much easier too. A robust search and insights engine can result 
in less time spent on the phone with customers, higher conversion rates, and a host of behavioral 
insights that can help you optimize and plan for the future of your business. 

If you are evaluating search products and would like to set up a complimentary advisory session 
with a Cludo Search Consultant, please contact us at info@cludo.com 

Conclusion
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This cheat sheet will help you ask the right questions when evaluating site search solutions 

• VOLUME
 How many pages does my search solution need to index?


• FEATURES
 Is the search solution AI/Machine Learning driven?
 What systems are in place to provide relevant results?


 Can I manually rank pages?
 Does it integrate with dynamic banners?

 Do user’s queries quick-link to relevant content?
 Can it detect synonyms and misspellings?

• ANALYTICS
 What types of insights can I get from this tool?
 Does it have actionable analytics that allow me to manipulate my search results?
 Can I analyse trending and popular search terms?

 Does it have words without results analysis?

• USABILITY
 What does the dashboard look like?
 Is it intuitive to use?
 Is it mobile friendly?
 Is it accessible to people with disabilities?

• IMPLEMENTATION & MAINTENANCE
 How time consuming is implementation?
 Is it very technical and/or code heavy?
 Is it cloud based or require on-site servers?
 How customizable is the search and results design?


Site Search Buyer Cheat Sheet
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